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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL BOARD *
* DOCKET NO. 2014-6410-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PARENTS ON BEHALF OF
STUDENT * AGENCY LOG NO.  34-H-12


******************************************************************************


DECISION AND ORDER


Parents1 on behalf of their minor child, Student, filed a due process complaint, requesting


a due process hearing, alleging that School Board denied Student a free and appropriate public


education.  Parents’ due process complaint is dismissed because Parents failed to prove that


School Board did not provide Student with a free and appropriate public education or that School


Board committed any material violations of applicable Louisiana law, rules, or regulations with


regard to Student.


APPEARANCES


A hearing was conducted August 18 through 20, 2014, in City, Louisiana, before


Administrative Law Judge Karla Coreil.  Present at the hearing on behalf of Student were Parent


F  and  Parent  M,  Student’s  representatives.   Present  on  behalf  of  School  Board  were  attorneys


Wayne Stewart and Melissa Losch, School Board’s legal counsel, and Director, School Board’s


Director of Special Education.


Testifying at the hearing were Director; Principal of W Elementary School; Supervisor of


School Board gifted education; Educational Diagnostician; Former School Board Pupil Appraisal


Supervisor; Former School Board Special Education Supervisor; Gifted Coordinator; Student’s


1 For reasons of confidentiality, parties and witnesses have not been named, but are identified in an attached Legend.
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Gifted Teacher 1; Student’s Gifted Teacher 2; Student’s regular education Math Teacher; ELA


Teacher, Student’s regular education homeroom and English and Language Arts teacher;


Psychologist, a licensed Ph.D. psychologist who evaluated Student in March 2013; Parent F; and


Parent M.


STATEMENT OF THE CASE


Parents filed a due process complaint requesting a due process hearing on behalf of


Student, who has an exceptionality of gifted, claiming that School Board denied Student a free


and appropriate public education (FAPE).  Parents requested an open hearing.


Parents alleged 10 specific violations related to FAPE in their due process complaint and


claimed that prescription should not be limited to one year.  Specifically, Parents claim that


1. Parents are not equal participants in the individualized education program (IEP)
process.


2. Student’s IEPs do not accurately represent  present levels of performance.


3. Student’s IEPs contain inappropriate goals.


4. Student’s IEPs do not enable Student to receive educational benefits, in accord with
the requirement that School Board provide a free and appropriate public education
(FAPE).


5. Student’s IEPs do not require differentiated education, as required by FAPE.


6. School Board failed to provide minutes required by the 2013-2014 IEP.


7. School Board violated Bulletin 1706 §1151 by failing to complete an Early
Resolution Process (ERP) within 15 days after Parents’ informal complaint on April
30 or May 1, 2014.


8. Student’s placement for the 2014-2015 school year is incorrect.


Parents also raised the issue of prescription2 and alleged a violation regarding personnel


qualifications,3 which were addressed prior to the hearing and will not be addressed in this


2 Parents filed the due process hearing request on behalf of Student on May 27, 2014.  School Board filed a
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Decision.  Parents’ claim that School Board violated the August 5, 2013, ERP resolution


agreement regarding home and school communication is not within the jurisdiction of this


tribunal and will not be considered in this decision.4


School Board contends that Student was provided FAPE and denies any violations of the


Louisiana Children with Exceptionalities Act,5 any state education bulletins, or any provisions of


any of Student’s IEPs.


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with the Louisiana Children with


Exceptionalities Act, La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.; Louisiana Bulletin 1706, Regulations for


Implementation  of  the  Children  with  Exceptionalities  Act,  LAC 28:XLIII;  and  the  Division  of


Administrative Law Act, La. R.S. 49:991.


FINDINGS OF FACT


Student is an eight-year-old student with an exceptionality of gifted.6  During the 2013-


2014 school year,  attended W Elementary School, a School Board school, for  regular


education classes.   attended the “Activating Inquisitive Minds” (AIM) program at S


Elementary for  gifted education classes. AIM is a School Board pull-out program that


provides gifted education services to children who have an exceptionality of gifted and are


enrolled in a School Board public school.7


Peremptory Exception of Prescription,  which  was  granted  in  a Conference Report and Order issued August 12,
2014.
3 School Board filed a Declinatory Exception of Subject Matter Jurisdiction,  which  was  granted  in  a Conference
Report and Order issued August 12, 2014, subject to reconsideration if Parents established an exception to the rule.
Parents did not establish an exception to the rule.  Although the issue of personnel qualifications was raised in the
due process hearing request filed with School Board, Parents do not have a right of action in this due process hearing
against School Board.  Any complaint filed with the Louisiana DOE is beyond the scope of this hearing.
4 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1510.
5 La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.
6 School Board Exhibit 6.
7 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 1.
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Student’s March 2013 IEP was in effect for the first two days of the 2013-2014 school


year.


On August 9, 2013, a new IEP was developed for Student.8  The August 2013 IEP


supersedes the March 2013 IEP.  The August 2013 IEP was implemented on the third day of the


2013-2014 school year.9  The August 2013 IEP was amended on January 22, 2014, to remove the


words “and exceed” from the Measurable Academic / Functional Goal regarding the content area


of written expression.10   A third IEP was developed on May 21, 2014, for the 2014-2015 school


year.11


For the 2014-2015 school year, Student is assigned to attend W Elementary School for


regular  education  and  S  Elementary  School  for  AIM  services.   Student  has  not  yet  attended  a


School Board public school for the 2014-2015 school year, which began in August 2014.


Parents filed due process complaint requesting a due process hearing on May 27, 2014.


Parents alleged that School Board “violated several sections of the state education bulletins,


including the Louisiana Children with Exceptionalities Act, R.S. 17:1941 with regard to a denial


of equal educational opportunities on the basis of other exceptionalities in the provision of free


and appropriate public education (FAPE).”12  Parents alleged the denial of a sufficiently


differentiated and accelerated curriculum for Student, inappropriate placement of Student


considering  exceptionality, failure to treat parents as equal partners in the IEP process, failure


to fully implement Student’s 2013-2014 IEP, and the failure of School Board to recognize an


informal complaint filed April 30, 2014.  Parents specifically alleged violations of state


8 School Board Exhibit 8, pp. 88-91.
9 School Board public schools started August 8, 2013; see http://bps-
la.schoolloop.com/file/1242796837148/1244873696479/1034245046074520461.pdf (last visited August 26, 2014).
10 Parents Exhibit F; School Board Exhibit 8; testimony of Gifted Coordinator.
11 Parents Exhibit L.
12 Parent Exhibit AE.
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education Bulletin 741 §§ 2301 and 2311;13 of Bulletin 1530 §§ 107, 115, and 1324;14  and of


Bulletin 1706 §§ 1101, 1105, 1132, 132415, 1325, 1151,16 1156, 1511, and 2001;17 and by failing


to provide AIM services as required in Student’s August 2013 IEP.


1. Participants in the IEP process


Parent M or Parent F, or both, attended all of Student’s IEP Team meetings.18  Parents’


concerns were listed on the March 2013 IEP, the August 2013 IEP, and the May 2014 IEP.19


Principal viewed Parents as equal participants in the IEP process.20  Goals were filled in on the


IEP drafts prior to Parents’ participation.


2. IEP: Present Levels of Performance


Student has STAR Math™ results from August 16, 2013, and May 15, 2014.21  No other


STAR Math™ results were offered into evidence.  Student’s STAR Reading™ results were


accepted into evidence.22  Student was administered a Woodcock-Johnson test in March 2013;


the results of the March 2013 Woodcock-Johnson test are listed on Student’s August 2013 IEP.23


Present levels of educational performance are not related to Student’s IEP goals.24


3. IEP: Goals


On the August 2013 IEP, the Measurable Academic / Functional Goal for the content


area of written expression is that “[Student] will improve  written expression skills as 


13 LAC 28:CXV.
14 LAC 28:XCVII.
15 Parent Exhibit AE refers to Bulletin 1530, §1324, but §1324 is actually located in Bulletin 1706.
16 Bulletin 1706, §1151, “Adoption of State Complaint Procedures and Early Resolution Program,” is not
specifically cited, but is the applicable section for Parent Exhibit AE, p. 9, “Violation – Educational Rights of
Gifted/Talented Handbook, May 15 was the 15 day deadline resolution of an informal complaint, and no written
resolution was provided.”
17 LAC 28:XLIII.
18 Parent Exhibits B, F, and L; School Board Exhibits 8 and 9.
19 Parent Exhibits B, F, and L.
20 Testimony of Principal.
21 Parent Exhibits G and N.
22 Parent Exhibit N, p. 2.
23 Parent Exhibit C.
24 Testimony of Gifted Coordinator and Gifted Teacher 2.
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responds to text dependent questions and composes short essays that meet and exceed second


grade ELA Common Core State Standards in the regular education setting.  [Student] will meet


satisfactory rubric criteria for tasks assigned.”25  The goal was to be measured by work samples,


rubrics, and benchmark scores.26  Parents identified five examples of Student’s frustrations and


troubles with writing, dating from November 21, 2013, through May 21, 2014.27


School Board provided IEP services to Student in the content area of written expression.


ELA Teacher is a regular education teacher who provided English and Language Arts instruction


to Student.  ELA Teacher provided differentiated instruction plus individualized assistance and


guidance to Student when needed with writing.28  Student received most of  English and


Language Arts education, including the content area of written expression in a regular education


setting. Student’s IEP does not provide for gifted instruction, AIM services, or other services


outside the regular education classroom for English and Language Arts.  Student received 300


minutes per week of AIM services during all but three weeks of the 2013-2014 school year; AIM


during the 2013-2014 school year included some writing instruction and activities.29  Student


was allowed to type  written work in AIM, but  was not allowed to type in  regular


education classes.


The Woodcock-Johnson scores from 2013 showed a score of 495 in the area of “writing


samples” with a grade equivalent of 3.9 in March 2013.30  The Woodcock-Johnson scores from


May 2014 showed a score of 516 in the area of “writing samples” with a grade equivalent of


25 School Board Exhibit 8, p. 90.
26 Id.
27 Parent Exhibit AE, p. 6; Parents incorrectly stated the November 21, 2013, date as November 21, 2014.
28 Testimony of ELA Teacher.
29 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 2 and ELA Teacher.
30 Parent Exhibit C.
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11.7.31  On  the  same  two  Woodcock-Johnson  tests,  the  “Brief  Writing”  Cluster/Test  scores


improved from 488 to 516, with grade equivalents increasing from 3.0 to 8.1.32


4. FAPE and the IEP


The March 2013 IEP contains two Measurable Academic / Functional Goals related to


the content areas of critical thinking and creative expression.33


The August 2013 IEP addresses the content areas of critical thinking, creative expression,


math, and written expression.34  It provides for subject acceleration of one grade level in math,


300 minutes of special education through AIM, and Measurable Academic / Functional Goals


that are to be measured by graded assignments, work samples, rubrics, authentic assessments,


and benchmark scores.35


The May 2014 IEP addresses the content areas of critical thinking, creative expression,


math, and written expression.36  It provides for subject acceleration of one grade level in math,


math enrichment, 300 minutes of special class education through AIM for a minimum of 30


weeks during the school year, and goals that are to be measured by graded assignments, rubrics,


projects, and progress monitoring.37


5. FAPE and Differentiation


All teachers who worked directly with Student provided Student with differentiated


instruction.38  Student’s regular education teachers provided differentiated instruction in 


regular education math and English Language Arts classes.39  Math Teacher’s detailed notes


31 Parent Exhibit K.
32 Parent Exhibits C and K.
33 Parent Exhibit B, p. 2.
34 School Board Exhibit 8, pp. 89-90.
35 School Board Exhibit 8, pp. 88-91.
36 Parent Exhibit L, pp. 2-3; School Board Exhibit 9, pp. 100-101.
37 Parent Exhibit L, pp. 1-5; School Board Exhibit 9, pp. 99-103.
38 Testimony of Math Teacher, ELA Teacher,  Gifted Teacher 2, and Principal.
39 Testimony of Math Teacher and ELA Teacher.
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from Student’s third grade math class reflect that Student, like all the students in the class, was


provided with individualized and differentiated instruction, enrichment activities suited to 


needs, and individualized assistance when needed.40  Like all AIM students, Student received


differentiated instruction on all AIM assignments, including writing, math, and others, based on


 skills and abilities.41   The goals on Student’s IEPs were individualized to Student.42


In their due process hearing request, Parents alleged a violation of state educational


Bulletin 741 §2301(F) and (G).43  Bulletin 741 §2301 does not have a subsection (F) or (G).44


6. Minutes required by IEP


Student’s August 2013 IEP required Student to receive 300 minutes per week of IEP


services in a special pull-out gifted class called AIM at S Elementary.45  The August 2013 IEP


did not contain any exceptions for scheduling conflicts, and it did not provide for a minimum


number of weeks AIM was to be provided.46  Student was scheduled to attend AIM every Friday


during the 2013-2014 school year.47  Make-up AIM services were offered to Student on some


weeks when there was a scheduling conflict that caused the cancellation of the regularly


scheduled AIM session.48  School Board did not provide AIM services to Student for three weeks


of the 2013-2014 school year: the Good Friday state holiday before Easter, the week of state-


40 School Board Exhibit 22.
41 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 1 and Gifted Teacher 2.
42 Parent Exhibits B, F, and L; School Board Exhibits 8 and 9; testimony of Gifted Teacher 2 and Gifted
Coordinator.
43 Parent Exhibit AE.
44 Bulletin 741, LAC 28:CXV.2301; Louisiana Register, http://doa.louisiana.gov/osr/reg/register.htm (last reviewed
August 25, 2014).
45 School Board Exhibit 8, pp. 88-91.  All three of Student’s IEPs require 300 minutes per week in one session in a
special class.  However, the March 2013 IEP was in place for only two days of the 2013-2014 school year before a
new IEP was implemented, and the May 2014 IEP, which is for the 2014-2015 school year, has not been
implemented because Parents chose to remove Student from School Board public schools pending the outcome of
this hearing.  The January 2014 amendment to the August 2013 IEP did not impact AIM minutes.
46 Parent Exhibit F.
47 Testimony of Supervisor and Gifted Teacher 1.
48 Testimony of Parent M and Gifted Teacher 1.



http://doa.louisiana.gov/osr/reg/register.htm
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mandated testing, and the Friday on which many School Board public schools, including W


Elementary School, had Field Day.49  No other missed AIM dates were specified.50


7. Informal Complaint 2014


Director is the School Board Director of Special Education and the local ERP


representative.51  On April 30, 2014, Parent M called and left a message for Director with


Director’s secretary.52  Director returned Parent M’s call on May 1, 2014; during the


conversation Parent M spoke both of Student’s placement and of Parent M’s referral of another


matter that did not involve Student.53  Director did not consider the May 1, 2014, conversation to


be an informal complaint.54  Director said during the May 1, 2014, conversation that she would


follow-up with the Parents.55  On May 9,  2014,  Director  left  a  message  on  Parents’  answering


machine.56


Parent M did not specifically allege any violation by School Board against Student in the


May 1, 2014, conversation.57  Parents admit that the Louisiana Department of Education (DOE)


did not consider Parent M’s May 1, 2014, conversation with Director to be an informal


complaint.58


49 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 1 and Supervisor.
50 Parent Exhibit AE; testimony of Parent M.
51 Testimony of Director.
52 Testimony of Director and Parent M.
53 Testimony of Director and Parent M.
54 Testimony of Director.
55 Id.
56 Testimony of Director, Parent M, and Parent F.  Although Parent M alleged that she had proof of the May 9, 2014,
message left by Director on her answering machine, that evidence was not provided to School Board prior to the
hearing or offered into evidence.
57 Testimony of Parent M.
58 Parent Exhibit AE.
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8. Placement


School Board has a Pupil Progression Plan based on student performance in the


Louisiana Educational Assessment Program.59  Under  this  policy,  no  children  in  School  Board


public schools skipped an entire grade (as opposed to subject acceleration in one class), other


than for kindergarten.60  School Board’s Pupil Progression Plan does not specify the procedure


for filing an appeal.61


During the 2013-2014 school year, Student was in 2nd grade regular education with


subject acceleration to 3rd grade math.  Parents did not challenge Student’s placement in the 3rd


grade math class for the 2013-2014 school year.62


Student’s May 2014 IEP places Student in 3rd grade regular education with subject


acceleration to 4th grade math.63  Parents requested that Student be placed in 5th grade math or 8th


grade math, or alternatively, that Student be placed in a 4th grade math classroom with “other


high ability or gifted math students.”64  All  parties  agree  that  Student  is  properly  placed  in  at


least  4th grade math for the 2014-2015 school year.  Parents have not filed an appeal to the


Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs regarding Student’s full grade


acceleration from 3rd grade to 4th grade.65


Student’s IEP Team met on May 21, 2014, and consisted of Parent M; Principal; ELA


Teacher; Math Teacher; Gifted Teacher 2; Supervisor; and another regular education teacher.66


Parents’ concerns regarding Student’s placement in math were noted on the IEP: “Mom


concerned that 4th grade level math still doesn’t meet [Student]’s math needs.   is performing


59 Parent Exhibit AB.
60 Testimony of Former School Board Pupil Appraisal Supervisor.
61 Parent Exhibit AB.
62 Parent Exhibit AE.
63 Parent Exhibit L.
64 Parent Exhibit AE, pp. 6-7.
65 Testimony of Parent M.
66 Parent Exhibit L; School Board Exhibit 9.
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at middle to high school level.”67  Student’s math goal was adjusted during the IEP Team


meeting to add “Math enrichment grade 4 and above will be provided based on topic and/or


standards pretesting.”68


a. Placement Findings of Fact based on testimony of Math Teacher


Math Teacher was Student’s teacher for 3rd grade math during the 2013-2014 school


year.69 Math Teacher is a regular education teacher who has eleven years of regular education


experience and three years of special education experience.70


Student did not complete all third grade math units with perfect grades,  did not


complete  all  enrichment  activities  for  which  was  qualified,  and  did  not  test  into  all


enrichment activities for  third math grade class.71  When allowed to work on 4th grade math,


Student was only sometimes able to successfully complete the work.72  Although Student excels


at math, Student did not complete  math assignments any faster than other students,  was


reluctant to complete  math work if  did not like the assignment, and  was sometimes


unwilling to complete  math assignments.73  Student was a positive student and socially


appropriate in Math Teacher’s 3rd grade math class;  had occasional discipline problems


labeled as “typical boy stuff” by Math Teacher.74


During the 2013-2014 school year, Math Teacher administered 15 or 16 unit pretests to


the students in her 3rd grade math class.75  If a student scored an 85% or higher on the pretest, the


67 Parent Exhibit L, p. 1; School Board Exhibit 9, p. 99.
68 Parent Exhibit L, p. 3; School Board Exhibit 9, p. 101.
69 Testimony of Math Teacher.
70 Id.
71 School Board Exhibit 22; testimony of Math Teacher.
72 Testimony of Math Teacher.
73 Id.
74 Id.
75 School Board Exhibit 22; testimony of Math Teacher.
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student was provided with enrichment activities for that unit.76  Student tested into enrichment


activities for most units.77  Student  was  never  the  only  student  to  pretest  out  of  math  units  in


Math Teacher’s 3rd grade math class.78


b. Placement Findings of Fact based on testimony of Educational Diagnostician


Educational Diagnostician is an educational diagnostician for School Board; she has a


bachelor’s degree in special education, a master’s degree in special education supervision, and an


add-on certification as an educational diagnostician.79  Educational Diagnostician does not know


Student and has not performed any testing on Student.80  Student’s very high test scores do not


mean  that  Student  is  working  at  that  high  level  because  those  test  scores  do  not  mean  that


Student has mastered the material provided in the curriculum.81  The STAR Math™ grade


equivalents show that Student made good progress in math,82 not that  met all curriculum


requirements for any or all grades below the grade equivalent.83  A grade equivalent of 12.9+ on


the STAR Math™ test means that Student got the same number of problems correct on this test


as an average student at grade 12, month 9.84  Gifted  students  are  often  good problem solvers


who can get the right answers without knowing the skills to get the correct answer.85  The STAR


Math™ test is multiple choice; a student is not required to show  work when completing


multiple choice problems.86


76 Testimony of Math Teacher.
77 School Board Exhibit 22; testimony of Math Teacher.
78 School Board Exhibit 22.
79 Testimony of Educational Diagnostician.
80 Id.
81 Id.
82 Parent Exhibit N; testimony of Educational Diagnostician.
83 Testimony of Educational Diagnostician.
84 Id.
85 Id.
86 Id.
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Educational Diagnostician does not ever review grade equivalents on tests to determine


placement issues.87   A grade equivalent means that the student got the same number of answers


correct on a certain day on a certain standardized test about certain skills as an average student at


the grade equivalent.88  A grade equivalent cannot be used to advance a child to that grade, and it


does not show that the child’s skills are similar to a child in the grade equivalent.89  Grade


equivalents are not used for gifted students other than to see if a student is working at, above, or


below grade level.90  No test  given  by  School  Board  shows the  grade  level  at  which  a  student


should be working.91


Passing an end-of-year test does not necessarily mean that the student is ready to move


on to the next grade, although the student may be ready to move onto more difficult material.92


The STAR Math™ scaled scores can be used to show growth.93  The  grade  equivalent  on  the


STAR Math™ test gives information, but the test results are not definitive.94 Whether a child is


ready to move on to another grade or to more difficult material depends on how comprehensive


the test is.95


Multiple measures are required to determine how a child is functioning, including tests,


data, observations, teacher feedback, information from parents and students, and RTI.96  An IEP


Team  should  use  all  of  these  measures  to  prepare  an  IEP  and  to  determine  a  child’s  abilities,


needs, and accommodations.97


87 Id.
88 Id.
89 Id.
90 Id.
91 Id.
92 Id.
93 Id.
94 Id.
95 Id.
96 Id.
97 Id.
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c. Placement Findings of fact based on testimony of Psychologist


Psychologist is a licensed psychologist with a PhD, specializing in Organizational and


Counseling Psychology, who evaluated Student in the spring of 2013.98  Psychologist does not


work in the school system and is not an educator.99


Psychologist administered to Student a Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC),


which  resulted  in  a  full  scale  IQ  of  137.100  Student’s  current  levels  of  achievement  were


assessed  through  administration  of  the  Wechsler  Individual  Achievement  Test  (WIAT)  and


resulted in a score of 132, which is in the Very Superior range and consistent with Student’s full


scale IQ.101


Psychologist  claimed  that  a  full-scale  IQ  of  137  is  in  the  “profoundly  gifted”  range.102


Psychologist said that no “profoundly gifted” category is recognized and that IQ may be


identified as superior, which begins at 120, and very superior, which begins at 130.103


Psychologist is not concerned about Student missing building blocks from earlier grades


because she believes that  is working at a 12th grade level in both math and reading.104


Psychologist agreed with Educational Diagnostician that Student’s grade equivalence of 12.9+ in


math does not mean that  is ready to operate at the level of a math student in grade 12, month


9.105


98 Testimony of Psychologist.
99 Id.
100 Parent Exhibit S; School Board Exhibit 7.
101 School Board Exhibit 7, p. 77.
102 Testimony of Psychologist. Psychologist testified that a “profoundly gifted” child is three standard deviations
above the norm, with the norm being 100 and a standard deviation being 15 points, meaning that a child with an IQ
of 145 is in the “profoundly gifted” range.102  Psychologist testified that a score of 137, which is approximately 2.5
standard deviations above the norm, is in the “profoundly gifted” range because the score is in the 99% of
intelligence.
103 Testimony of Psychologist.
104 Id.
105 Testimony of Educational Diagnostician and Psychologist.
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Psychologist has never observed Student in an educational setting and has never spoken


to Student’s teachers.106  Psychologist  testified  that  she  does  not  know  which  skills  should  be


learned in second grade.107  Psychologist  offered  to  draft  a  letter  to  School  Board  for  Student


based on  IQ and, in preparation for writing the letter, she conducted four hours of literature


review regarding acceleration, all of which was positive.108  She stated that there are no options


other than grade acceleration in the School Board Parish school system.109  She also stated that


grade acceleration should be used because it costs no money and is empirically driven.110


d. Placement Findings of fact based on testimony of Former School Board Pupil
Appraisal Supervisor


Former School Board Pupil Appraisal Supervisor was a Pupil Appraiser Supervisor for


School Board.  She is trained as an educational diagnostician with a master’s degree and 30


hours of additional education.111 She administered two Woodcock-Johnson tests to Student,


which revealed significant gains in one year, especially in math.112


Former School Board Pupil Appraisal Supervisor did not attend any of Student’s IEP


Team meetings, and she has not reviewed Student’s May 2014 IEP.113  She opined that each


child needs to be considered individually114 and that, based on Student’s scores and progress, a


regular education classroom is not appropriate for Student, unless  has enrichment.115  She


would not have any concerns with Student being accelerated to 4th grade in all subjects.116


106 Testimony of Psychologist.
107 Id.
108 Id.
109 Id.
110 Id.
111 Testimony of Former School Board Pupil Appraisal Supervisor.
112 Id.
113 Id.
114 Id.
115 Id.
116 Id.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW


Parents failed to prove that School Board did not provide FAPE to Student by violating


the Louisiana Children with Exceptionalities Act117 and several sections of state education


bulletins.118


School Board is required to provide a free and appropriate public education (FAPE) to all


gifted and talented students.119  For gifted students, FAPE is special education and related


services that (1) are provided at public expense, under public supervision and direction, and


without charge; (2) meet the standards of the Louisiana DOE; (3) include preschool, elementary


school, or secondary school education in the state; and (4) are provided in conformity with an


IEP that meets the requirements of these regulations.120


The party seeking relief in a due process hearing in an education case bears the burden of


proof.121  Parents filed the due process complaint alleging specific violations by School Board.122


Parents are the parties seeking relief for alleged violations by School Board and must


affirmatively prove the allegation that School Board failed to provide FAPE to Student.


1. Parents are equal participants in the IEP process.


An  IEP  Team  shall  include  an  officially  designated  representative  of  the  LEA,  the


student’s regular education and special education teachers, the student’s parents, and a person


117 La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.
118 The state educational bulletins are located in LAC 28.  The specific bulletins alleged to have been violated are
Bulletins 741, 1530, and 1706.
119 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1101.
120 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1904.
121 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.511. The U.S. Supreme Court has confirmed that, under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), the party seeking relief in a due process hearing in an education case bears the
burden of proof. See Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005).
122 Although Parents offered testimonial and documentary evidence regarding other issues that were not directly
cited in their due process complaint, those issues and evidence are not considered in this Decision because the party
requesting  the  due  process  hearing  may not  raise  issues  at  the  hearing  that  were  not  raised  in  the  request  for  the
hearing, unless the other party agrees. See Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1511.E.
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knowledgeable about the student’s evaluation procedures and results.123  The student and other


individuals deemed necessary by the parents or the LEA should be given the opportunity to


attend the IEP Team meeting.124


A participant is any person who takes part in any activity, service, or program.125   By


rule, Parents are equal participants in the IEP process in discussing the educational and related


services needs of the student and in deciding which placement and other services are


appropriate.126  Other team members shall rely on parents to contribute their perspective of the


student outside of school, including parental insight about the student's strengths and support


needs, learning style, temperament, ability to work in various environments, and acquired


adaptive skills, which are of vital importance to the team in making decisions about the student's


needs and services.127  The  concerns  of  the  parents  for  enhancing  the  education  of  their  child


shall be documented in the IEP.128  The U.S. Department of Education has issued guidance


reflecting that although Parents are equal participants, the public agency must determine the


appropriate services for the student if the IEP Team cannot reach an agreement.129


In the due process hearing request, Parents allege that they were not equal participants in


Student’s IEP Team.130  One or both Parents attended all IEP Team meetings regarding Student.


Parents’ concerns were listed on all IEPs.131  No allegation was made that Parents were not


123 Bulletin 1530, LAC 28:XCVII.107.A.
124 Id.
125 http://thelawdictionary.org/participant/ (last visited September 8, 2014).
126 Bulletin 1530, LAC 28:XCVII.107.A.2.
127 Id.
128 Id.
129 Letter to Richards, 55 IDELR 107 (U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs
(2010)).
130 Parent Exhibit AE.  Although Parents argued at the hearing that a special education teacher was improperly listed
as a regular education teacher, this complaint was not included as part of Parents’ due process hearing request and
cannot be considered or addressed in this Decision.
131 Parent Exhibits B, F, and L.



http://thelawdictionary.org/participant/
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allowed to  contribute  their  perspective  of  Student  outside  of  school.   Parents  do  not  deny  that


they were given the opportunity to discuss Student’s educational and related services.132


The only dispute is whether Parents were equal participants in deciding which placement


and other services were appropriate for Student.  A preponderance of the evidence shows that


they were.  Parent M contended that the IEP Team improperly opted to use whatever was already


written in the IEP draft rather than changing Student’s IEP goals to what the parents wanted,133


and that it is inappropriate to have goals written on the IEP draft prior to Parents’ input and


participation.134  It is not a violation for goals to be written on an IEP draft prior to Parents’ input


and  participation.   Concerns  of  Parents  were  added  on  all  three  of  Student’s  IEPs,135 and


Principal viewed Parents as equal participants in the IEP process.136  Neither Louisiana law nor


the Louisiana Administrative Code requires School Board to acquiesce to Parents’ preferences


for Student’s educational plan.


Parents  were  equal  participants  on  Student’s  IEP  Team.   School  Board  did  not  violate


section 107 of Bulletin 1530.


2. IEP: Present Levels of Performance


Parents allege that School Board violated Bulletin 1530 §1324 because Student’s present


levels of performance are not listed on Student’s August 2013 IEP.  Bulletin 1530’s highest


section number is 903, which is below 1324.  Bulletin 1706, however, includes a §1324 that


applies  to  “Gifted  and  Talented  IEP Content  and  Format,”  which  is  what  Parents’  due  process


complaint lists as the title of §1324.  Bulletin 1706 §1324 will be addressed in this section of the


Decision.


132 Testimony of Parent M.
133 Testimony of Parent M.
134 Id.
135 School Board Exhibit B, p. 2, School Board Exhibit 8, pp. 88 and 90; and Parent Exhibit L, p. 1.
136 Testimony of Principal.
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Bulletin 1706 §1324 requires that each completed IEP shall contain a general overview of


the student's instructional needs.  The IEP required components are (1) the student's strengths


and interests; (2) the concerns of the parents for enhancing the education of their child; (3) the


results of the initial evaluation or most recent re-evaluation of the student; (4) as appropriate, the


results of the student's performance on any general state or district wide assessment program; (5)


the student's present levels of educational performance; (6) pertinent social / emotional


information; and (7) input from a regular education teacher (if enrolled in general education).137


Parents allege in their due process hearing request that Student’s August 2013 IEP does


not meet the IEP requirements of §1324 because the content areas for critical thinking, creative


expression, and written expression do not list present levels of educational performance, and the


math content area is not an accurate representation of present levels because it lists STAR


Math™ results from January 2013, though more recent results are available.138  “Present levels


of educational performance” is not defined in the due process hearing request, the relevant state


education bulletins, or on the IEP document itself.139


As proof of Student’s present level of performance in the content area of math,  Parents


offered STAR Math™ results from August 16, 2013, and May 15, 2014.140  Both of these came


after Student’s IEP of August 9, 2013.  Parents failed to prove that STAR Math™ results more


recent than January 2013 were available on August 9, 2013.  Performance results more recent


than January 2013 are listed on the August 2013 IEP, including the Woodcock-Johnson test


137 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1324.
138 Parent Exhibit AE.
139 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1324 and LAC 28:XLIII.1904.
140 Parent Exhibits G and N.
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results from March 2013.141  School Board did not violate Bulletin 1706 §1324 regarding the


math content area on Student’s August 2013 IEP.


Other than the IEP itself, Parents did not offer any documentation regarding the content


areas of critical thinking, creative expression, and written expression.  Parents elicited testimony


that the present levels of educational performance are not related to the goals, but Parents did not


allege that in their due process complaint.  Equally as important, Bulletin 1706 does not require


that a student’s IEP goals be related to the present level of educational performance.142  Parents


elicited testimony regarding whether listing the STAR Math™ grade equivalent was sufficient to


establish a present level of performance, but did not elicit similar testimony for the other content


areas, and it was only for these other content areas that Parents allege that the current level of


educational performance is not listed.  Student’s STAR Reading™ results were accepted into


evidence, but no evidence was offered to show how those results relate to the IEP content areas


of critical thinking, creative expression, and written expression.


A preponderance of the evidence does not support Parents’ claim that School Board


violated Bulletin 1706 §1324 by failing to include Student’s present levels of educational


performance.


3. IEP: Goals


Bulletin 1706 §1325 requires that an LEA provide special education and related services


to gifted students in accordance with the student’s IEP, and that the LEA shall make a good faith


effort to assist the student to achieve the goals listed in the IEP.143


141 Parent Exhibit C.
142 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1324.
143 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1325.A and B. This section also provides that no state agency, teacher, or other
person shall be held accountable if a student does not achieve the growth projected in the annual goals.143
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In the due process hearing request, Parents state “Violation - Bulletin 1706,” and then list


§1325(A) and (B) underneath, but no alleged violation is clearly stated.  Parents noted in their


due process hearing request that Student resists doing writing assignments, that  can be


anxious when attempting writing assignments, and that writing is a relative weakness for


Student.144  Parents further noted that a goal for written expression was placed on the IEP,


although writing was not listed as a concern on the IEP.145  Parents identified five examples of


Student’s frustrations and troubles with writing, dating from November 21, 2013, through May


21, 2014.146  Parents  admit  that  although  Student’s  Woodcock-Johnson  test  shows  a  grade


equivalent of 11.7,147 writing in the classroom has been a challenge for Student during the 2013-


2014 school year.148  Although Parents did not cite which IEP they believed to be in violation of


Bulletin 1706 §1325, the five examples identified by Parents fall within the August 2013 IEP, so


only that IEP will be addressed.


The Measurable Academic / Functional Goal for the content area of written expression is


that “[Student] will improve  written expression skills as  responds to text dependent


questions  and  composes  short  essays  that  meet  and  exceed  second  grade  ELA  Common  Core


State Standards in the regular education setting.  [Student] will meet satisfactory rubric criteria


for tasks assigned.”149  The goal was to be measured by work samples, rubrics, and benchmark


144 Parent Exhibit AE.
145 Id.
146 Id.
147 Parent Exhibit AE. Parents refer to the Woodcock-Johnson test administered in May 2015; Student took a
Woodcock-Johnson III Normative Update Tests for Achievement (Form C) in May 2014.  It is presumed for
purposes of this Decision that Parents are referring to the May 2014 Woodcock-Johnson.
148 Parent Exhibit AE.
149 School Board Exhibit 8, p. 90.
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scores.150  On January 22, 2014, the words “and exceed” were deleted from the goal regarding


written expression.151


School Board provided the required IEP services to Student in the content area of written


expression.  Student received 300 minutes of weekly AIM services, which included some


writing, during the 2013-2014 school year.152  However,  Student  received  most  of  English


and Language Arts education, including the content area of written expression, in a regular


education setting because Student’s IEP does not provide for gifted instruction, AIM services, or


other services outside the regular education classroom for English and Language Arts.  ELA


Teacher is a regular education teacher who provided English and Language Arts instruction to


Student.  Although ELA Teacher did not allow Student to type in her class, she provided 


with differentiated instruction plus individualized assistance and guidance when needed with


writing.153


Parents failed to prove that School Board did not assist Student in achieving  IEP


goals.  Parents did not offer into evidence any of Student’s work samples or rubrics.  However,


progress was reflected on the Woodcock-Johnson III Normative Update Tests of Achievement


(Form C), the only benchmark test results offered into evidence regarding Student’s writing


skills.154  The Woodcock-Johnson scores from 2013 showed a score of 495 in the area of


“writing samples” with a grade equivalent of 3.9 in March 2013.155  The Woodcock-Johnson


scores from May 2014 showed a score of 516 in the area of “writing samples” with a grade


equivalent of 11.7.156 On the same two Woodcock-Johnson tests, the “Brief Writing”


150 Id.
151 School Board Exhibit 8, p. 94.
152 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 2 and ELA Teacher.
153 Testimony of ELA Teacher.
154 Parent Exhibits C and K.
155 Parent Exhibit C.
156 Parent Exhibit K.
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Cluster/Test scores improved from 488 to 516, with grade equivalent increases from 3.0 to 8.1.


The growth shown on the Woodcock-Johnson tests support the conclusion that Student achieved


 August 2013 IEP goals regarding written expression.


Parents failed to prove that School Board violated Bulletin 1706 §1325 regarding written


expression.


4. FAPE and the IEP


Louisiana’s definition of FAPE for gifted children is similar to the definition of FAPE


under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).157  The U.S. Supreme Court  has


clarified  what  FAPE  means  under  IDEA.158  If  an  educational  agency  has  complied  with  the


procedures set forth in IDEA, and the IEP developed using the procedures required is reasonably


calculated to enable a child to receive educational benefits, a court can require no more.159  As


the U.S. Supreme Court recognized, “the educational opportunities provided by our public


school systems undoubtedly differ from student to student, depending upon a myriad of factors


that might affect a particular student's ability to assimilate information presented in the


classroom.”160


The procedural issues related to the IEP were addressed in subsections one, two, and


three of this Decision, above,  and  this  section  deals  with  the  issue  of  whether  Student’s  IEPs


were reasonably calculated to enable Student to receive educational benefits.


157 20 U.S.C. §1401 (2006).
158 Bd. of Educ. of Hendrick Hudson Cent. Sch. Dist., Westchester Cnty. v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 176 (1982).
159 Bd. of Educ. of Hendrick Hudson Cent. Sch. Dist., Westchester Cnty. v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 176, 206-07 (1982).
160 Bd. of Educ. of Hendrick Hudson Cent. Sch. Dist., Westchester Cnty. v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 176, 198 (1982).
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a. March 2013 IEP


The March 2013 IEP161 was in place for only two days of the 2013-2014 school year.


Although the March 2013 IEP does not contain measurable goals related to math or reading, it


contains  two measurable  goals  related  to  critical  thinking  and  creative  expression.   The  March


2013 IEP is reasonably calculated to enable Student to receive educational benefits.


A complaint was filed in July 2013 about the March 2013 IEP; the complaint was in the


ERP prior to the 2013-2014 school year and was resolved prior to the implementation of the


March 2013 IEP for the first two days of the 2013-2014 school year.  The August 2013 IEP


supersedes the March 2013 IEP, and the August 2013 was implemented effective the third day of


the 2013-2014 school year.


b. August 2013 IEP


The August 2013 IEP addresses the content areas of critical thinking, creative expression,


math, and written expression.  It provides for subject acceleration of one grade level in math, 300


minutes of special class education through AIM, and goals that are to be measured by graded


assignments, work samples, rubrics, authentic assessments, and benchmark scores.  The August


2013 IEP is reasonably calculated to enable Student to receive educational benefits.


c. May 2014 IEP


The May 2014 IEP addresses the content areas of critical thinking, creative expression,


math,  and  written  expression.   It  provides  for  subject  acceleration  of  one  grade  level  in  math,


math enrichment, 300 minutes of special class education through AIM for a minimum of 30


weeks during the school year, and goals that are to be measured by graded assignments, rubrics,


projects, and progress monitoring.  The May 2014 IEP is reasonably calculated to enable Student


to receive educational benefits.


161 Parent Exhibit B.
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5. FAPE and Differentiation


Bulletin 741, the Louisiana Handbook for Public School Administrators, requires


differentiated curricula for gifted students.162  Differentiated curricula shall contain (1) content


that is compact and accelerated in such a way that the amount of time usually involved in


mastery is significantly reduced; (2) content that reflects a higher degree of complexity,


emphasizes abstract concepts, and develops higher-level thinking processes than is found in


regular course work; (3) content that goes beyond the prescribed curriculum to involve the


application of learning to areas of greater challenge; and (4) multi-disciplinary content that


increases student’s abilities to formulate and test new generalizations and/or products.163


Parents allege two violations of Bulletin 741 regarding differentiation under §2311 and


two violations regarding accommodation under §2301(F) and (G) in the due process complaint


filed May 27, 2014.  Thorough reviews of the Louisiana Administrative Code and the Louisiana


Register reveal that Bulletin 741 §2301 does not have a subsection (F) or (G).164  Therefore, only


the violations alleged under Bulletin 741 §2311 will be addressed in this Decision.


Although differentiated instruction was not listed on Student’s IEP,165 all evidence


presented through School Board employees supports the conclusion that Student was provided


with differentiated instruction. Testimony from teachers who worked directly with Student


supports this conclusion.166  Math Teacher’s detailed notes from Student’s third grade math class


reflect that Student, like all the students in the class, was provided with individualized and


162 Bulletin 741, Louisiana Handbook for School Administrators, LAC 28:CXV.2311.A.   All references in this
Decision to Bulletin 741 are to LAC 28:CXV, Bulletin 741, Louisiana Handbook for School Administrators, which
applies to public school districts; this Decision does not refer to LAC 28: CXV, Bulletin 741 (Nonpublic), Louisiana
Handbook for Nonpublic School Administrators.
163 Bulletin 741, LAC 28:CXV.2311.
164 Bulletin 741, LAC 28:CXV.2301; Louisiana Register, http://doa.louisiana.gov/osr/reg/register.htm (last reviewed
August 25, 2014).
165 Parent Exhibits B, F, and L; School Board Exhibits 8 and 9; testimony of Director.
166 Testimony of Math Teacher, ELA Teacher,  Gifted Teacher 2, and Principal.



http://doa.louisiana.gov/osr/reg/register.htm
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differentiated instruction, enrichment activities suited to  needs, and individualized assistance


when needed.167  Student also received, like all other AIM students, differentiated education in


AIM on all assignments, including writing, math, and others, based on  skills and abilities.168


Student’s regular education teachers provided differentiated instruction in  regular education


classes, as well.169  The goals on Student’s IEPs were individualized to Student.170


A preponderance of the evidence supports the conclusion that School Board did not


violate Bulletin 741 §2311.


6. School Board’s failure to provide minutes required by IEP was not a material
violation.


A local education agency shall provide special education and related services to gifted


students in accordance with the student’s IEP.171  The  services  identified  on  an  IEP  are


mandatory and not optional.172


This requirement is similar to the requirement under IDEA, and the 9th Circuit has found


that under IDEA, the failure to fully implement an IEP gives rise to a violation only when the


failure is material.  A material failure occurs when the services fall significantly short of the


services in the IEP.173 Consistent with the 9th Circuit,  the 5th Circuit ruled that “to prevail on a


claim under the IDEA, a party challenging the implementation of an IEP must show more than a


de minimis failure to implement all elements of that IEP, and, instead, must demonstrate that the


school board or other authorities failed to implement substantial or significant provisions of the


IEP.”174


167 School Board Exhibit 22.
168 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 1 and Gifted Teacher 2.
169 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 2 and ELA Teacher.
170 Testimony of Gifted Teacher 2 and Gifted Coordinator.
171 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1325.
172 Testimony of Director and Supervisor.
173 Van Duyn v. Baker Sch. Dist., 502 F. 3d 811 (9th Cir. 2007).
174 Houston Independent Sch. Dist. v. Bobby R., 200 F.3d 341 (5th Cir 2000).
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Student’s August 2013 IEP requires Student to receive 300 minutes per week of IEP


services in a special pull-out gifted class called “Activating Inquisitive Minds” (AIM) at S


Elementary.175  Student was scheduled to attend the class every Friday during the 2013-2014


school year.  Parents allege in their due process hearing request that School Board did not


provide AIM services to Student for five weeks during the 2013-2014 school year.176


A preponderance of the evidence supports the conclusion that School Board did not


provide AIM for Student for three weeks of the 2013-2014 school year.  All parties agree that


AIM  was  canceled  on  the  Good  Friday  state  holiday  before  Easter,  on  the  week  of  state-


mandated testing, and on the Friday for which many schools in the School Board school district


had scheduled Field Day, including W Elementary School.  Although Parents allege that other


AIM days were missed, no evidence was offered to pinpoint which days or dates those were.177


Make-up AIM minutes were offered to Student for some weeks when there was a scheduling


conflict that caused the cancellation of the regularly scheduled AIM session.178


Although the August 2013 IEP did not contain any exceptions for scheduling conflicts,


and it did not provide for a minimum number of weeks AIM was to be provided,179 failure to


provide AIM minutes for three weeks during the 2013-2014 school year was not a material


violation.  School Board’s de minimis omission of AIM minutes during a state holiday on which


school was canceled, during state-mandated testing when no regular or gifted classes were


offered, and during Field Day, when no students attended regular or gifted classes at W


Elementary School, did not result in the denial of FAPE to Student.


175 All three of Student’s IEPs require 300 minutes per week in one session in a special class.  However, the March
2013 IEP was in place for only two days of the 2013-2014 school year before a new IEP was implemented, and the
May 2014 IEP, which is for the 2014-2015 school year, has not been implemented because Parents chose to remove
Student from School Board public schools pending the outcome of this hearing.
176 Parent Exhibit AE.
177 Parent Exhibit AE; testimony of Parent M.
178 Testimony of Parent M and Gifted Teacher 1.
179 Parent Exhibit F.
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7. Parents did not file an informal complaint with School Board on April 30, 2014,
or May 1, 2014, and School Board did not violate Bulletin 1706 §1151 by failing
to complete an ERP within 15 days.


The Louisiana DOE encourages and supports prompt and effective resolution of any


complaint described in Bulletin 1706 §1151(A)(1) in the least adversarial manner possible.180


Bulletin 1706 §1151(A)(1) provides for the resolution of complaints alleging that a public


agency has violated the Louisiana Children with Exceptionalities Act181 through (a) the


implementation  of  an  Early  Resolution  Process  (ERP)  and/or  (b)  the  filing  of  a  formal  written


complaint with the Louisiana DOE.182  A parent shall initiate a request for ERP by contacting the


local level ERP representative or the Louisiana DOE’s ERP Intake Coordinator.183 The state


complaint procedure allows requests for ERP to be filed in writing, by telephone call, or in


person.184 Each local education agency is also required to establish an internal ERP, but School


Board’s procedures for filing a complaint were not offered into evidence.  The state complaint


must include (1) a statement that a public agency has violated a requirement of Part B of the Act


or of this Part and (2) the facts on which the statement is based.185  Any grievance that does not


meet the Louisiana DOE complaint criteria is referred back to the complainant with the


recommendations for appropriate action to be taken.


Parents allege that they filed an informal complaint by telephone on April 30, 2014, or


May 1, 2014.  On April 30, 2014, Parents called and left a message for Director, who is the


School Board Director of Special Education and the local ERP representative,186 with her


180 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1151.C.
181 La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.
182 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1151.A.
183 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1151.C.2.
184 Bulletin 1573, LAC 28:LXI.305.B.
185 Bulletin 1573, LAC 28:LXI.305.C.
186 Testimony of Director.
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secretary.  Leaving a verbal message with a secretary does not meet any standard for filing an


informal complaint.


A preponderance of the evidence supports the conclusion that Parent M did not file an


informal complaint in her May 1, 2014, conversation with Director.  Parents contend that simply


speaking with Director on May 1, 2014, about a placement issue was the equivalent of filing an


informal complaint.  Director did not consider the May 1, 2014, conversation to be an informal


complaint because during the conversation Parent M spoke both of Student and of Parent M’s


referral of another parent to Director that did not involve Student.  Although Parents contend that


on May 9, 2014, Director left a message on their answering machine as a response to an informal


complaint, Director testified that she called because she said during the May 1, 2014,


conversation that she would follow up with Parents.187  Parent  M  admitted  that  she  did  not


specifically allege any violation by School Board against Student in the May 1, 2014,


conversation, but contends that the conversation should have been taken as an allegation of a


violation because she mentioned placement.188  Parents  admit  that  the  Louisiana  DOE  did  not


consider Parent M’s May 1, 2014, conversation with Director to be an informal complaint.189


Parents did not establish that the conversation of May 1, 2014, met the requirements for


filing an informal complaint or that any School Board or Louisiana DOE personnel considered


the May 1, 2014, conversation to have been the filing of an informal complaint.


187 Testimony of Director. Although Parent M alleged that she had proof of the May 9, 2014, message left by
Director on her answering machine, that evidence was not provided to School Board prior to the hearing or offered
into evidence.
188 Testimony of Parent M.
189 Parent Exhibit AE.
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8. Student’s placement for the 2014-2015 school year is correct.


Parents allege a violation of Bulletin 1530 §115 regarding placement considerations.190


Bulletin 1530 is Louisiana’s IEP Handbook for Students with Exceptionalities (IEP Handbook)


and provides the basis for educational programming for Louisiana students with exceptionalities,


including gifted students.  The IEP Handbook requires the IEP Team to discuss the student's


educational needs and then choose a setting in which the educational needs will be addressed.191


The official designated representative shall be knowledgeable about placement considerations


and shall be responsible for informing the IEP Team members.192  The IEP Team, including the


parent, shall participate in discussions and decisions made about the placement, which refers to


the setting or class in which the student will receive special educational services.193


Placement decisions for exceptional students must be made in accordance with the least


restrictive environment requirements of state and federal laws.194  For  students  with  an


exceptionality of gifted, “least restrictive environment” is defined as “an environment that allows


for depth and breadth of curricula appropriate for the gifted or talented student as determined by


the IEP team.”195  The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in Daniel R.R. has established a test for


least restrictive environment that applies to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act


(IDEA).196 The Daniel R.R. test is considered here, though not directly applied, because this case


does not arise under IDEA, but instead under Louisiana Children with Exceptionalities Act.197


The Daniel R.R. court considered, first, whether education in a regular education classroom, with


190 Parent Exhibit AE, pp. 6-7.
191 Bulletin 1530, LAC 28:XCVII.115.
192 Id.
193 Id.
194 Bulletin 1566, LAC 28:XXXIX.501.B.
195 Bulletin 1706, LAC 28:XLIII.1904.
196 Daniel R.R. v. State Bd. of Educ., 874 F.2d 1036 (5th Cir. 1989).
197 La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.
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the use of supplemental aids and services, can be achieved satisfactorily for a given child and,


second, whether the school has mainstreamed the child to the maximum extent possible.198


School Board has a Pupil Progression Plan based on student performance in the


Louisiana Educational Assessment Program.199  The School Board Pupil Progression Plan


contains the School Board policy on grade acceleration, which is


*** Parish does not permit grade-skipping or accelerated promotion for students
in grades K – 8 with the exception of students who meet the criteria for and
participate in the fourth grade transition program.  For students who demonstrate
exceptionally high levels of achievement in English Language Art and
mathematics, an appeal for grade-skipping may be made to the Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs who will evaluate the
request  in  collaboration  with  curriculum  staff.   The  decision  of  the  Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs will be final.


***
Students in grades K – 8 who demonstrate exceptionally high levels of
achievement are given opportunities to enrich and expand their knowledge while
enrolled in their current grade.200


***
Students identified as gifted according to Bulletin 1508 are provided expanded
experiences based on their individual needs as determined by IEP committees.  In
grades K – 8, gifted students are served within their current grade level.  Eighth
grade gifted students may earn Carnegie units (see page 39).  Beginning in grade
9, gifted students may take an independent elective offered at each high school,
participate in an independent project program, or enroll in selected courses at ***
Parish Community College.201


a. March 2013 IEP


Parents allege that the March 2013 IEP did not provide for appropriate placement for


Student for the 2013-2014 school year.  Parents filed a written complaint in July 2013 and the


issue of placement for the 2013-2014 school year was resolved.  The March 2013 IEP was in


place for two days during the 2013-2014 school year.  The August 2013 IEP was finalized and in


198 Daniel R.R. v. State Bd. of Educ., 874 F.2d 1036, 1048 (5th Cir. 1989).
199 Parent Exhibit AB.
200 Parent Exhibit AB, p. 30-31.
201 Parent Exhibit AB, p. 32.
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place after the second day of school for the 2013-2014 school year.   Because a complaint was


filed - and resolved to the satisfaction of Parents - prior to the beginning of the 2013-2014 school


year, placement under the March 2013 IEP will not be addressed in this Decision.


b. August 2013 IEP


Student  was  a  2nd grade student for the 2013-2014 school year who was subject-


accelerated into 3rd grade math and who received gifted services through AIM.  Parents did not


challenge Student’s placement in the 3rd grade math class for the 2013-2014 school year.


Placement under the August 2013 IEP will not be considered in this Decision.


c. May 2014 IEP


Parents allege that School Board violated Bulletin 1530 §115 regarding Student’s


proposed placement for the 2014-2015 school year.  The May 2014 IEP places Student in 3rd


grade regular education with subject acceleration to 4th grade math.  Parents want Student grade


skipped to 4th grade in all subjects or subject accelerated in math to 5th grade or 8th grade.202


School Board’s Pupil Progression Plan does not generally permit grade skipping,


although an appeal may be made to the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic


Affairs for this purpose.  Parents have not filed an appeal to the Assistant Superintendent of


Curriculum and Academic Affairs.203  Parent M stated that an appeal was not filed because the


procedure for filing an appeal is not provided in School Board’s Pupil Progression Plan.  Proper


procedure would be for Parents to file an appeal for full grade acceleration with the School


Board Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs.204  However, since Parents


included placement concerns in their due process hearing request, the issue will be addressed in


this decision.


202 Parent Exhibit AE; testimony of Parent M.
203 Testimony of Parent M.
204 Parent Exhibit AB, p. 30.
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In the due process hearing request, Parents expressed concern that Student would not be


challenged if placed only into 4th grade math as they (incorrectly) allege that  was sometimes


the only student pretesting out of math units.205  Parents contend that 4th grade math, only one


grade higher than  homeroom placement, would be a mismatch for Student’s abilities and


requested that  be placed in 5th grade math or 8th grade math.206  Parents alternatively requested


that Student be placed in a 4th grade math classroom with “other high ability or gifted math


students.”207


Student’s IEP Team met on May 21, 2014, and consisted of Parent M, Principal, ELA


Teacher, another regular education teacher, Gifted Teacher 2, Supervisor, and Math Teacher.


Parents’ concerns regarding Student’s placement in math were noted on the IEP: “Mom


concerned that 4th grade level math still doesn’t meet [Student]’s math needs.   is performing


at middle to high school level.”208  Student’s math goal was adjusted during the IEP Team


meeting to add “Math enrichment grade 4 and above will be provided based on topic and/or


standards pretesting.”209


A preponderance of the evidence shows that for the 2014-2015 school year, Student was


correctly placed in 3rd grade regular education with subject acceleration to 4th grade math.  The


School Board Pupil Progression Plan does not generally permit full grade acceleration in grades


Kindergarten through 8th grade.210  All parties agree that Student was properly placed at least in


4th grade math for the 2014-2015 school year.


205 Parent Exhibit AE, pp. 6-7.
206 Id.
207 Id.
208 Parent Exhibit L, p. 1.
209 Parent Exhibit L, p. 3.
210 Parent Exhibit AB, pp. 30-32.
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Math Teacher’s testimony about Student’s abilities in math is given great weight.  Math


Teacher has three years of special education experience, provided credible testimony during the


hearing about the day-to-day abilities of Student in her math class, and kept detailed notes


regarding Student’s abilities and progress in her class.  Student did not complete all third grade


math  units  with  perfect  grades,  did  not  complete  all  enrichment  activities  for  which  was


qualified, and  did not test into all enrichment activities for  third grade class.  When


allowed to work on 4th grade math, Student was only sometimes able to successfully complete


the work.211


Psychologist and Educational Diagnostician agree that Student’s grade equivalence of


12.9+ in math does not mean that  is ready to operate at the level of a math student in grade 12,


month 9.  Educational Diagnostician is not in favor of grade acceleration for Student.


Educational Diagnostician explained that although Student’s test scores are very high, it does not


mean that  is working at that level because those test scores do not mean that Student has


mastered the material provided in the school curriculum.212  Although Former School Board


Pupil Appraisal Supervisor would have no problem with a full grade acceleration, she has never


attended any of Student’s IEP Team meetings, and she is of the opinion that Student could be


provided with enrichment in the regular education classroom.213


Psychologist’s opinion that Student should be grade accelerated is given no weight


because she is not an educator, she has never observed Student in an educational setting or


211 Testimony of Math Teacher.
212 Testimony of Educational Diagnostician.
213 This testimony contradicted Parent Exhibit AE, in which Parents’ claim that Former School Board Pupil
Appraisal Supervisor told them that a full grade acceleration in all subjects “would not be the best decision for
[Student] due to  sensitivity about admitting that  does not understand something when faced with material 
has not learned as well as  hesitancy with writing.”
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spoken with Student’s teachers, and she identified Student as “profoundly gifted” while


acknowledging that such a category does not in fact exist.


Multiple measures are required to determine how a child is functioning, including tests,


data, observations, teacher feedback, information from parents and students, and response to


intervention.214  An  IEP  Team  should  use  all  of  these  measures  to  prepare  an  IEP  and  to


determine a child’s abilities, needs, and accommodations, not just grade equivalence.215


Using the Daniel R.R. test  and  the  definition  of  least  restrictive  environment  for  gifted


students provided in the Louisiana Administrative Code, a regular education classroom with


subject acceleration in math and gifted services through AIM meets the definition of least


restrictive environment.  Student is correctly placed in 3rd grade regular education with subject


acceleration to 4th grade math for the 2014-2015 school year, as reflected in Student’s May 2014


IEP.


Conclusion


Because Parents failed to prove that School Board denied Student FAPE by violating the


Louisiana Children with Exceptionalities Act or any sections of the relevant state education


bulletins, no relief can be granted.


ORDER


IT IS ORDERED that Parents’ May 27, 2014, due process complaint against School


Board is dismissed.


Rendered and signed September 18, 2014 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


________________________________
Karla Coreil


      Administrative Law Judge


214 Testimony of Educational Diagnostician.
215 Id.


K
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REVIEW RIGHTS


This decision exhausts your administrative remedies. Any party aggrieved by the decision has


the right to file a civil action within 90 days from the date of the decision in a court of competent


jurisdiction. To determine your rights, you should act promptly and seek legal advice.
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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


ORLEANS PARISH SCHOOL
BOARD


*
* DOCKET NO. 2014-4497-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


 ON BEHALF OF *
AGENCY LOG NO.  34-H-10


******************************************************************************


ORDER TERMINATING ADJUDICATION


On November 24, 2015,  on behalf of 


through their counsel, Mr. Ronald K. Lospennato, withdrew their request for a due process


hearing.


ORDER


IT IS ORDERED that the matter entitled  on behalf of 


bearing docket number 2014-4497-IDEA is terminated.


Rendered and signed November 25, 2015, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


_____________________________
Adaora Chukudebelu
Administrative Law Judge


REVIEW RIGHTS
This decision exhausts your administrative remedies. Any party aggrieved by the decision


has the right to file a civil action within 90 days from the date of the decision in a court of
competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States. To determine your rights, you
should act promptly and seek legal advice.


A


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Wednesday, November 25, 2015












STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


ORLEANS PARISH SCHOOL
BOARD


*
* DOCKET NO. 2014-4497-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


 ON BEHALF OF *
AGENCY LOG NO.  34-H-10


******************************************************************************


ORDER DISMISSING DUE PROCESS HEARING REQUEST FOR LACK OF
SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION


, on behalf of , (Petitioners) filed a due


process hearing request alleging that the Orleans Parish School Board (OPSB) violated Section


504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504), the Individuals with Disabilities in


Education Act (IDEA), and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), when it removed 


 from its rolls.    The OPSB removed  from its rolls after 


parents informed the OPSB that they had placed  a residential psychiatric facility in


 for extended treatment.


Petitioners allege that there is no legal authority for the OPSB’s decision to remove 


 from its rolls because  continues to be a resident of New Orleans.  They contend


that  they  intend  for   to  return  to  New Orleans,  and  that   did  not  forfeit   residence  or


domicile simply because was residing in another state when the OPSB removed  from its


rolls.


Although Petitioners allege that the OPSB’s removal of  from its rolls


is a denial of a free and appropriate public education (FAPE) and discriminatory under the ADA
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and Section 504, the threshold issue is whether the OPSB lawfully removed


from its rolls.  If the OPSB lawfully removed  from its rolls, the OPSB had no obligation to


provide  with FAPE.   Whether  was lawfully removed from the OPSB’s


rolls is not an issue of FAPE under IDEA, or discrimination under the ADA and Section 504.


As stated by Petitioners, the OPSB “is obligated to provide or cause to be provided a free


appropriate public education to each eligible student . . . .”1  Under the Louisiana Compulsory


School Attendance Law, “[n]o city, parish, or other local public school board shall deny


admission  or  readmission  to  school  of  any  student  of  suitable  age who resides within the


geographic boundaries of the school system . . . .”2  Whether  was residing in


the geographic boundaries of the Orleans Parish School System at the time of  removal from


its rolls and therefore eligible for continued enrollment is an issue of compliance with the


Louisiana Compulsory School Attendance Law, which is not within the jurisdiction of this


tribunal.


Also, with regard to Petitioners’ allegations of discrimination under Section 504 and the


ADA, this Tribunal does not have jurisdiction over such actions under any circumstances.


IT IS ORDERED that the due process hearing request filed on April 15, 2014, by 


and , on behalf of , is DISMISSED for lack of subject


matter jurisdiction.


Rendered and signed on May 15, 2014 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


________________________________
Robert Aguiluz
Administrative Law Judge


1 Petitioners’ Due Process Hearing Request, p.5 (emphasis supplied).
2 La. R.S. 17:221(B) (emphasis supplied).
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